
Introduction
Knowledge of the sensitivity of a solution to small changes in the model parameters is exploited in many
areas in computational physics and used to perform mesh adaptivity (Power et al., 2006), or to correct
errors based on discretisation and sub-grid-scale modelling (Merton et al., 2013, 2014), to perform the
assimilation of data based on adjusting the most sensitive parameters to the model-observation misfit,
and similarly to form optimised sub-grid-scale models (Cacuci et al., 2005; Maday and Taddei, 2017;
Shah, 2017; Liu and Kalnay, 2008; Hossen et al., 2012). We present a goal-based approach for forming
sensitivity (or importance) maps using ensembles. These maps are defined as regions in space and time
of high relevance for a given goal, for example, the solution at an observation point within the domain.
The presented approach relies solely on ensembles obtained from the forward model and thus can be
used with complex models for which calculating an adjoint (Ionescu-Bujor and Cacuci, 2004; Wang
et al., 1992; Cacuci, 2015) is not a practical option. This provides a simple approach for optimisation of
sensor placement, goal based mesh adaptivity, assessment of goals and data assimilation. We investigate
methods which reduce the number of ensembles used to construct the maps yet which retain reasonable
fidelity of the maps.

The fidelity comes from an integrated method including a goal-based approach, in which the most up-to-
date importance maps are fed back into the perturbations to focus the algorithm on the key variables and
domain areas. Also within the method smoothing (Blum et al., 2009; Nerger et al., 2014; Attia, 2016) is
applied to the perturbations to obtain a multi-scale, global picture of the sensitivities; the perturbations
are orthogonalised (Attia, 2016; Leroux et al., 2018; Keller et al., 2010; Che et al., 2014) inverted; and
time windows (Attia, 2016) are applied (for time dependent problems) where we work backwards in
time to obtain greater accuracy of the sensitivity maps.

The theory section describes the background to our ensemble-based approach as well as outlining some
recent developments which we test on a porous media multi-phase flow problem in the results section of
this paper. We finish by drawing conclusions.
Theory
This paper describes a method of calculating the sensitivity of a functional with respect to the solution
based on an ensemble method.

We begin the theory section by showing how changes in the controls (problem parameters or inputs) or
the solutions affect the value of a functional (Calculating sensitivites). We demonstrate how ensembles
can approximate sensitivities in a steady-state setting (Forming sensitivites by using ensembles) and
then extend this to a time-dependent situations (Time dependent problems). Finally, we outline a novel
approach developed in Heaney et al. (2018) (Goal-based weighting of perturbations, Time windows).
Calculating sensitivities
Suppose we have inputs, mmm, for a computational model, and the corresponding outputs: the solution,
ψψψ , and a quantity of interest encapsulated by a functional of value F . We refer to these as unperturbed
quantities. Now we choose to run a similar problem but with slightly different inputs, mmm, producing
results ψψψ and F . These quantities are related to the previous, unperturbed quantites by the following

mmm = mmm+∆mmm , (1)
ψψψ = ψψψ +∆ψψψ , (2)
F = F +∆F , (3)

where ∆mmm are the perturbations made to the input controls, and ∆ψψψ and ∆F are the changes resulting
from this perturbation which occur in the solution and the functional respectively.

The influence that changing the controls has on the solution and the functional can be approximated as
a pair of first order Taylor series expansions

∆ψψψ = MMM∆mmm (4)

∆F = ∆mmmT dF
dmmm

, (5)

where
M =

dψψψ

dmmm
and F = F(ψψψ(mmm)),mmm) . (6)
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We wish to combine these expressions to come up with a relationship describing how a change in the
solution affects the functional. In order to obtain an expression for ∆mmm in terms of ∆ψψψ we apply the
Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse to equation (4) which gives

∆mmm = (MMMT MMM)−1MMMT
∆ψψψ . (7)

After substituting this into equation (5) we have

∆F = ∆ψψψ
T
(

MMM(MMMT MMM)−1 dF
dmmm

)
=: ∆ψψψ

T ggg . (8)

We define ggg to be the relationship between a change in the solution and a change in the functional. From
equation (8), we can see that the term in brackets, ggg, is the total derivative of the functional with respect
to the solution variables, that is

ggg≡ dF
dψψψ

. (9)

Hence, ggg is equivalent to the functional’s sensitivity with respect to the solution. From this point on-
wards, ggg is referred to as a sensitivity map.
Forming sensitivities by using ensembles
In the previous section we used an ensemble of size one, i.e. there was one set of inputs and outputs from
an unperturbed model, and another set of inputs and outputs derived from perturbed controls. We now
consider the general case of an ensemble size of E . Each member of the ensemble has its own perturbed
controls, written as emmm, which satisfy emmm = mmm+∆emmm. Here e represents the ensemble index. We can
now study the sensitivity of the functional to the solution in an ensemble-based setting.

First, however, we make a change of variables to map the controls into a space where there is a reduced
number of variables. To this end, we introduce a second set of control variables ∆emmms. The number of
entries in this vector is equal to the ensemble size, E . The values of the entries are either zero or one:

(∆emmms)k =

{
0 for k ∈ {1, . . . ,E },k 6= e
1 for k = e . (10)

The relationship between ∆emmms and ∆emmm is given by

CCC∆
emmms = ∆

emmm ∀e , (11)

where CCCie = ∆emmmi. Performing a sensitivity analysis with the new variables means that we have the
following in place of equation (8)

∆F = ∆mmmT
s

dF
dmmms

= ∆ψψψ
T
(

MMMs(MMMT
s MMMs)

−1 dF
dmmms

)
= ∆ψψψ

T ggg . (12)

While the size of the matrix MMM was N by C (where C is the number of controls), the size of the matrix
MMMs is N by E . This change of variables has been advantageous because, for our applications, E � C .

We must to estimate MMMs and dF/dmmms if we wish to be able to calculate the sensitivity map (see equa-
tion (12)). The change of variables sets the perturbation size to be 1, which means we can make the
following estimations:

dF
dmmms

≈ d̂F
dmmms

= (1F−F , 2F−F , . . . ,EF−F)T (13)

MMMs =
dψψψ

dmmms
≈ M̂MMs = (1

ψψψ−ψψψ, 2
ψψψ−ψψψ, . . . , E

ψψψ−ψψψ). (14)

We insert these estimations into equation (12) and obtain

∆̂F = ∆̂ψψψ
T
(

M̂MMs(M̂MM
T
s M̂MMs)

−1 d̂F
dmmms

)
= ∆̂ψψψ

T
ĝgg , (15)
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where ∆̂F ≈ ∆F , ∆̂ψψψ ≈ ∆ψψψ and ĝgg≈ ggg.

Another advantage of the change of variables is that neither ̂dF/dmmms nor M̂MMs are influenced by the
controls, mmms, because ψψψ and F are also not influenced by mmms, see equations (13) and (14). As a result the
sensitivity map does not depend on the matrix CCC so we never have to construct this matrix. The inversion
of the matrix M̂MM

T
s M̂MMs, which is needed to calculate ĝgg, will also be realistic as its dimensions are the same

as the number of ensemble members used, E .
Time dependent problems
In order to decouple in time so we can solve for the sensitivity at each time level independently, we
apply the change of variables to equation (10) and the approximations given in equations (13), (14) and
following (15), which gives

∆̂ψψψ = M̂MMs∆mmms . (16)

where, in full, (
(∆̂ψψψ

1
)T , . . . ,(∆̂ψψψ

Nt
)T
)T

=
(
(M̂MM

1
s )

T , . . . ,(M̂MM
Nt

s )T
)T

∆mmms . (17)

In the above, we denote the time level by a superscript and the number of time levels is given by Nt . The
system of equations (17) can now be decoupled in time and, once the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse is
applied to the equation for each time level in turn, we have

ĝggn = M̂MM
n
s

(
(M̂MM

n
s )

T M̂MM
n
s

)−1 d̂F
dmmmn

s
, (18)

for time level n. For more information, see Heaney et al. (2018).

We now describe two novel contributions to ensemble generation: using the sensitivity map to weight
the perturbations and the introduction of time windows Heaney et al. (2018).
Goal-based weighting of the perturbations

Goal-based mesh adaptivity Power et al. (2006), and goal-based sensor optimisation methods Che et al.
(2014), share some similarities with this approach, however, the method described here will focus per-
turbations over the regions of interest rather than refine a mesh or observations over a region.

Closer inspeaction of equation (15) indicates that each contribution to ∆̂F takes the following form

∆̂ψψψ i ĝggi . (19)

The importance to the functional of the ith solution variable is determined by the value of the ith entry
of the sensitivity map. When ĝgg is close to zero, there will, therefore, be little gained by perturbing
the controls there. Concentrating the perturbations by weighting them from the sensitivity map was
motivated by equation (19). In doing this, we produce perturbations which will have the greatest effect
on the functional.

We now derive an expression for the goal-based weighting of the perturbations. The current value of ĝgg0

(the sensitivity map at at time level zero) can be used to concentrate the perturbations in the areas that
are of more significance to the goal of the particular problem:

∆mmmi→
|ĝggi

0|∆mmmi

||ĝgg0||∞
, (20)

where i is the node or control volume index and || · ||∞ represents is the Euclidean norm. (We do not
invoke the Einstein convention for the repeated index.)

Alongside the goal-based weighting, we use three well-known techniques when generating ensembles:
random perturbations, smoothing and orthogonalisation. Random perturbations will excite all solution
modes simultaneously. Using this approach, instead of perturbing each degree of freedom one-by-one,
can produce good results for smaller ensemble sizes. We also smooth the perturbations to lose noise
on the grid-scale Shapiro (1970). Larger-scale structures are identified by the smoothed perturbations,
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and this will also reduce the size of ensemble required. Finally, we apply the standard Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalisation to successive perturbations to ensure that the system is well posed.

Our recipe for generating ensemble perturbations is a combination of the above techniques:

• generate uniformly distributed random perturbations

• smooth the perturbations

• use the most recent sensitivity map to focus the perturbations

• apply Gram-Schmidt orthogonalisation

The modified perturbations are then added to the unperturbed initial conditions and the forward model
is run so we obtain the solution and the functional value. On the following page we give a more detailed
view of the whole algorithm for a time-dependent problem in Algorithm 1.
Time windows
For some time-dependent applications, it can be useful to split up the time domain into ‘time windows’
and apply the approach described here to each window in turn (starting with the last one chronologically
and working backwards in time). The perturbations can then be tailored for the physics in each time
window by the algorithm. If required, information can be passed back from one time window to another
by using the matrix M̂MM

n
s . For more details see Heaney et al. (2018).

This approach has similarities with adjoint methods which send back in time information from the func-
tional to discover which are the variables that influence the functional and how much they do so.

The time windows, goal-based weighting, use of random perturbations, smoothing and orthogonalisation
all contribute to the reduction of ensemble size required to attain a ‘reasonably’ accurate sensitivity map
and thus the computational efficiency of the proposed method.
Results
The presented formulation is tested in a multiphase porous media flow simulation in heterogeneous 2D
test case. For the forward model, ICFERST is used (Jackson et al. (2015); Gomes et al. (2017); Salinas
et al. (2017)).

To help the reader, a summary of the multi-phase porous media flow equations are presented, for a more
in depth description see Gomes et al. (2017). The saturation equation for an incompressible flow is as
follows:

φ
∂Sα

∂ t
+∇ · (uuuαSα) = 0, (21)

in which φ is the porosity, t is time, uuuα and Sα are the velocity and saturation of phase α .

Darcy’s equation is as follows:

µαSα (Krα
K)−1 uuuα =−∇p+ sssuα , (22)

where p is the global pressure of the system, sssuα
is a source term; here no sources are considered. K is the

permeability tensor and Krα
and µα are the relative permeability and viscosity of phase α respectively.

The final equation is the summation constraint:
n

∑
α=1

Sα = 1, (23)

n being the number of phases. The relative permeability is calculated using the Brooks-Corey model (Brooks
and Corey, 1964):

krw (Sw) =

(
Sw−Swirr

1−Swirr−Snwr

)nw

, (24)

krnw (Snw) =

(
Snw−Snwr

1−Swirr−Snwr

)nnw

, (25)

where Snwr is the irreducible non-wetting phase saturation and Swirr is the irreducible wetting phase
saturation; nw and nnw are the exponents for the wetting and non-wetting phases respectively.
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Algorithm 1 Calculate ĝgg using method in section
1: !! Run unperturbed forward model
2: mmm = read_in_initial_condition()
3: ψψψ = run_forward_model(mmm)
4: FFF = calculate_F(ψψψ)
5:
6: !! Initialise sensitivity map vector
7: ĝgg0 = 111
8:
9: for ensemble e = 1 to E do

10: ∆emmm = get_perturbation(ĝgg0)
11: emmm = get_perturbed_initial_condition(∆emmm, mmm)
12: eψψψ = run_forward_model(emmm)
13: eF = calculate_F(eψψψ)
14:
15: !! Calculate sensitivity map for time level 0 based on ensembles 1 to e
16: MMM0 = calculate_dψdm(1ψψψ0, 2ψψψ0, . . . , eψψψ0)
17: dF

dmmm = calculate_dFdm(1F, 2F, . . . , eF)

18: ĝgg0 = calculate_Importance_Map
(
MMM0, dF

dmmm

)
19: end for
20:
21: !! Calculate the sensitivity map at each desired time level
22: !! . . . based on all E ensembles
23: dF

dmmm = calculate_dFdm(1F, 2F, . . . ,E F)

24: for each time level n do
25: MMMn= calculate_dψdm(1ψψψn, 2ψψψn, . . . ,E ψψψn)
26: ĝggn = calculate_Sensitivity_Map

(
MMMn, dF

dmmm

)
27: end for
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2D porous media test case
The porous media model considered here consists of a square reservoir (Kout = 1 dimensionless per-
meability units) with a low permeable inclusion-square (Kout = 10−5 dimensionless permeability units);
the porosity of the domain is homogeneous and equal to 0.2. Initially the domain is saturated by the
non-wetting phase with an initial saturation of 1−Swirr. The wetting phase is injected from the left-hand
side at a rate of 1 dimensionless velocity units, displacing the wetting and non-wetting phases to the
right-hand-side. A viscosity ratio of 1 is considered. The time-step used is 0.001 and the final time is
0.1.

Figure 1 Top-left shows the mesh used for the experiments, the permeability map and the point of inter-
est. The other figures shows the saturation of the injected wetting phase at three different stages. The
fluids flow preferentially around the internal low permeable object.).

Figure 1 shows the mesh, the permeability map, the point of interest, towards which the sensitivity map
is calculated and the forward simulation at three different time-levels. These figures illustrate how the
fluid flows preferentially around the low permeable inclusion, as expected. Two sets of experiments are
carried out in which 40 ensembles are considered in both cases. In one set we use just one single time-
window and in the second set 4 time-windows of 5 time-levels is considered. Figure 2 shows the results
of the first set. It can be seen how both test cases provide the expected results, showing that the area of
interest goes around the low permeable inclusion. Comparing with the case using 4 time-windows, the
results are much better defined with much fewer oscillations in the results.
Conclusions
We present a demonstration of goal-based sensitivity maps (Heaney et al., 2018) applied to a porous
media flow problem. The approach uses an ensemble-based method which can concentrate perturbations
in the area in which they will have most influence on the functional. Time windows are shown to improve
the results, producing less fluctuating sensitivity maps.
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